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This large calcite mineral
is displayed at the West
Virginia Geological and
Economic Survey in
Morgantown.
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Rocks
of AGES

Digging through West Virginia’s ancient rock
layers can turn up more than just clay or coal.
WRITTEN AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY KATIE GRIFFITH
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Pyle. “The complicated formations that occur—some can
be seen on the new Corridor H; where they cut through
the hillside, they exposed the underlying rock, and people
can see synclines and anticlines, areas where the rock layers
are folded.” The bending of the rock layers forms waves of
sorts. If you’ve driven through Maryland’s Sideling Hill on
Interstate 68 to Washington, D.C., you’ll have seen one of
the best exposures showing these strata in the eastern U.S.
Pyle has spent decades exploring ancient sites in West
Virginia and around the world, and while other areas may
have similar rock layering, he says, few are as old as West
Virginia’s. The age of the state’s rock layers and formations
has created mountains of mineral deposits like the common
calcite and fluorite and, for the jewelry enthusiasts, gems
like lithostrotionella and quartz. These minerals may not
be as flashy as sapphires or as romantic as diamonds, but
what West Virginia has is often much older.

Experts like
Bob Pyle have
found minerals
large and small
in roadcuts
and quarries
throughout
the state.
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I

t’s often described as a fever, an obsession that starts
in childhood and lasts through one’s adult years well
into retirement. It’s afternoons spent rummaging
through a riverbed or hacking away at the side of a
road cut. Before each strike of a hammer, before each
shovel of dirt, comes the thrill of the unknown and the
anticipation of something shiny and new. “It’s getting
dark and starting to rain, and the guy with me is saying,
‘Just one more pocket, Dave, just one more pocket.’ You can
understand when people find gold the fervor you get,” says
Dave Phillips, a longtime gem, mineral, and fossil hunter
whose treasures grace collections across the state, including
at the West Virginia Geological and Economic Survey
(WVGES) in Morgantown. “You hit a vein—I’ve ripped up
gloves—and you’re pulling up crystals by the handfuls. Talk
about an addiction.”
Phillips is one of the few whose interest in Earth’s
geology has sent him far and wide in search of the
glittering, alien, and unusual little things it hides. In places
like Arizona and Oregon, those finds include vibrant
stunners like turquoise and sapphire. In West Virginia,
gem and mineral colors are more sedate but finds can be,
in some ways, more unusual. “We have a unique geologic
system in West Virginia,” says retired archeologist Bob
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Dave Phillips
(top) digs
minerals out
of a rock layer.
Lithostrotionella
(below) is the
state gemstone.
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Diamonds in the Rough?

West Virginia has few minerals that can be
classified as gemstones— “Gemstones are minerals,
but they are higher-quality minerals,” says Ray
Garton, curator of the WVGES museum at
Mont Chateau in Morgantown. “They sparkle
better, they polish better, and they’re something
people would want to wear as jewelry.” But West
Virginia does have a couple and even lays claim
to a state-designated gemstone: Lithostrotionella
is a fossilized coral that lived 340 million years
ago during the Mississippian Period when West
Virginia was covered by a shallow sea. Many of the
state’s ancient fossils, like brachiopods, trilobites,
and fish, come from the same era. In the 1990s
lithostrotionella was officially recognized as
the state gemstone. The stone is beautiful, both
polished to a sheen that allows its colors to shine in
soft waves and in its rough form where indents of
the ancient fossilized creatures are still visible.
While lithostrotionella offers a more unique
aesthetic, quartz is probably the most widely
recognized gem to come out of the Mountain State.
While there aren’t many deposits, there are quality
ones. “There are a few places where pretty nice
crystals have been found,” Garton says. “Several in
Berkeley County, Raleigh County, and over in the
eastern counties of the state. The most prized ones
would be clear like glass, but most would be milky
or smoky.”
Of course many have heard the rumor that West
Virginia has diamonds, a rumor first milled with the
story of the Jones Diamond found during a game
of horseshoes in Peterstown in 1928. Weighing in
at 34.5 carats, it is the largest alluvial diamond ever
discovered in North America, but the story is a hoax
at worst and a misunderstanding at best. “The Jones
family had the world record for the most consecutive
male children, and one of the children was a diamond
miner in Africa,” Garton explains. “One theory is
that he brought a diamond back from Africa and
dropped it for someone to find. Another theory is a
little more colorful—that it could have been picked
up in another state by a migratory bird and dropped
in the state.” Still other experts maintain the rock was
washed down the New River from another state and
deposited near the family’s land.
However the diamond got to West Virginia,
its journey created an outlier; no other diamonds
have been found in West Virginia, a state whose

Calcite and fluorite, two of West Virginia’s most
common minerals, are also common worldwide.
Calcite is a carbon mineral with varied
colors and shapes whose sheen draws
the attention of children picking through
recent dumps of limestone gravel, making
it a cherished treasure in a burgeoning
rock collection.
Fluorite, while also common, can come in a
stunning variety of colors like purple, green, red,
yellow, and blue, among others. Neither calcite
nor fluorite is used in the jewelry-making world,
but both offer many uses to various industries
and, when particularly fine specimens are found,
can make lovely additions to cabinet collections.
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This enormous clear
quartz is on display
at the West Virginia
Geological and
Economic Survey in
Morgantown.
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geology isn’t particularly ripe for them anyway. A diamond is
pure carbon that was subjected to intense heat and pressure.
In order to have diamonds and precious and semi-precious
stones you have to have volcanic activity. Coal—often called
the black diamond because of the economic impact of its
discovery—is largely carbon, but not purely. It’s made up
of ancient plant matter subjected to high pressures but not
necessarily high heat. “We just don’t have the geology to see
that here,” Garton says.
As for the Jones Diamond, the gem was displayed for a
while at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., and
then sold through Sotheby’s at a private auction and seems to
have disappeared. “Whether it is in a private collection or got
cut up into jewelry, no one knows,” Garton says.

Unakite can be
found in the Eastern
Panhandle of the

state and can be
polished to show off
green and red flecks.
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Picking up the Shovel

So West Virginia isn’t a state claiming diamonds or gold—
though we can claim fool’s gold, beautiful in its own right—but
that’s not to say that hunters are any less avid. “There’s always
the hope of finding something new,” Phillips says. “We’ve
had several new finds. Over in Berkeley Springs they found
phosphate minerals known as wavellight. The phosphates are
small crystals, but they’re noteworthy.” Geode shells can be
found near Keyser, Germany Valley is notable for its fluorite, and
Pendleton County offers unusual varieties of pyrite.
Avid collectors like Phillips, Pyle, and Garton got started
young. Phillips was the young kid in Elkins picking up pretty
pink calcite crystals and fossils from pieces of flint. For Pyle,
the introduction to treasure hunting was finding rounded glass
pieces in the detritus of Morgantown’s glass factories. “With
all the different colors they looked like gemstones,” Pyle says
of his early glass collection. “I was quite taken by the variety of
colors and I could have all that I wanted. As my interest grew
to rocks and minerals and to fossils and artifacts it seemed like
if you weren’t finding one thing, you could be alert to finding
something else.” This was in the 1950s when Pyle’s father moved
the family to Morgantown for work. Pyle later began a club at
school, using West Virginia University’s geology professors as
resources, before he went on to study archeology at Northwestern
University himself. He later returned to West Virginia where
he was involved in numerous archeological digs—including the
discovery of petroglyphs in Wyoming County.
But you don’t have to be a professional to go out and find
something new, special, or important. “It didn’t take any special
education, it was just the idea that in order to find the thing, I’d
have to study where they were and rocks they were in.” All it
really takes are a few maps, a basic understanding of where West
Virginia’s rock layers are located, a chisel, safety goggles, a pair of
gloves, and maybe some patience.
“Since everything is vegetated in this state, you look in
roadcuts and, if you can get into them, quarries,” Phillips says.
Of course, the correct permissions to get on private lands and
quarries are a must, and any rock collecting on the sides of roads
must be done with care, but the results of your efforts can be
spectacular. “If you find an oil seep and start working the rock,
you’ll often find a pocket behind that oil seep with beautiful
loose specimens of clear quartz, calcite, and dolomite,” Phillips
says. “You never know what’s behind the next shovel full of dirt
or the next break of the hammer.” w

LOOKING TO START YOUR OWN ROCK COLLECTION?
Dave Phillips suggests publications by state and federal geological surveys
to find locations of certain rock layers. Local experts like Ray Garton
(above) are also more than happy to help new fossil and rock collectors
identify their finds. You can email Garton at garton@prehistoricplanet.com.
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